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Remaining Western coal mine reclamation could create thousands of
jobs for rural communities
New report finds job creation dependent on funding from exiting mining companies
(Billings, MT) -- The collapse of the coal industry is devastating small communities across the
Western United States, but reclaiming these mined lands quickly could create up to 4,800
full-time equivalent jobs per year in the critical two to three year period after mine closure
according to a report released today by the Western Organization of Resource Councils
(WORC). The report, Coal Mine Cleanup Works, estimates potential reclamation job creation for
four Western coal states (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming) and provides
recommendations for decision makers to ensure cleanup is fully funded and employs the local
workforce.
These findings offer a rare bright light of opportunity for coal communities that are facing
massive lay-offs and lost revenue as the coal industry crumbles. Reclamation is one of the few
immediately available job opportunities for local workers after a mine shuts down, and the report
finds that these jobs are ideally suited for current or former miners.
“Reclamation jobs were really important for me and my community after the New Horizon Mine
shut down,” said Roger Carver, a retired coal miner and former president of UMW Local Union
1281, and member of the Western Colorado Alliance. “We at the union had to fight for these
jobs because we knew workers were in limbo and didn’t know when the next paycheck was
going to be. Plus, it felt good to be part of the cleanup and to repair the land that is part of my
home.”
Coal Mine Cleanup Works points out that reclamation jobs cannot replace all the jobs and
revenue coal mines provide, but that it is one piece of a forward-looking approach to adapt to a
changing energy economy.
“Just last summer Blackjewel shut down their two mines in Campbell County, Belle Ayr and
Eagle Butte, and overnight hundreds of people are out of a job. We in Wyoming are living with
that threat over our heads. At any time, these mines could just shut down and what will people
do? A few years of extra cleanup work for a few hundred people is significant for our rural coal
communities. It gives people time to plan and prepare for the next step,” added Stacy Page, a

Powder River Basin Resource Council member and former Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality regulator.
“I ranched above the Signal Peak Mine, and the threat of water loss and damaged land was an
unrelenting burden to my ranching operation and will be the same to other operators in the
Signal Peak mine plan. We need to ensure the land and aquifer here are properly cleaned up,
so that this area can be safely used by ranchers and others once the mine closes shop," said
Ellen Pfister, a Northern Plains Resource Council member and retired Bull Mountain rancher.
"The market is winding down the coal industry, and these workers are going to need jobs to
support their families. We can provide good-paying jobs to these skilled workers while restoring
the land to productive use. If we work together, we can seize this opportunity to build a more
resilient future for coal workers, ranchers, and rural communities across the West."
The report estimates that the workforce needed to complete surface mine reclamation is
between 4,893 and 9,786 job-years. End-of-life mine reclamation takes approximately two and
three years to complete, meaning that between 1,631 and 4,893 full-time equivalent workers
would be needed for each year of cleanup. For comparison, surface mines in these four states
employed 7,564 workers in 2019.
This report builds on previous research by WORC that found that more than a third of all land
strip mined for coal in the Western U.S. awaits cleanup and the threat of underfunded cleanup
looms large. Although reclamation is required by law, a weakening coal industry may try to
evade or delay its reclamation obligations, and existing policy loopholes only exacerbate the
problem. Coal Mine Cleanup Works finds that delayed and underfunded reclamation are the
biggest hurdles to getting laid-off miners back on the job doing cleanup work.
The report recommends several actions to minimize the risks of underfunded and delayed mine
cleanup, and maximize the potential of hiring the impacted local workforce:
1. State and federal decision makers should end insufficient and insecure reclamation
bonds
2. Regulators must ensure that all cleanup liabilities are assumed by new mine owners and
that new mine owners are poised to fulfill those obligations.
3. State regulators need to be ready to seize bonds immediately when a mining company
abandons its mines in order to initiate reclamation immediately.
4. Federal and state authorities should work to accelerate the pace of contemporaneous
reclamation at active mines.
5. Federal, state, and local policymakers should institute policies that facilitate and
incentivize local hiring for mine reclamation.
Coal Mine Cleanup Works is available on WORC’s website at:
https://www.worc.org/publication/reclamation-jobs-report/
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The Western Organization of Resource Councils (WORC) is a network of eight grassroots
organizations in seven Western states with 15,000 members, many of them ranchers and
farmers committed to common-sense reform in agriculture, oil and gas development, coal mine
reclamation, and rural economic development. Headquartered in Billings, Mont., WORC also
has offices in Colorado and Washington, D.C.
The Powder River Basin Resource Council, founded in 1973, is a family agriculture and
conservation organization in Wyoming. Resource Council members are family farmers and
ranchers and concerned citizens who are committed to conservation of our unique land,
mineral, water, and clean air resources.
Northern Plains is a grassroots conservation and family agriculture group that organizes
Montanans to protect our water quality, family farms and ranches, and unique quality of life.
Western Colorado Alliance for Community Action brings people together to build grassroots
power through community organizing and leadership development. We work together to create
healthy, just and self-reliant communities across Western Colorado.

